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Two women from the Qajar era (1785–1925) in Iran are posed together, standing on 
a rug in front of potted flowers, which were generally considered a masculine prop 
in Qajar photographs of men (Figure 1.1).1 The one on the left is dressed in a man’s 
European suit, complete with tie and pocket chain, while the one on the right is in 
a European dress. Their arms are linked with both staring straight into the camera. 
Both their eyebrows and light mustaches have been accentuated, most likely by sil-
ver nitrate2 or by sormeh. The description ascribed to their unknown identities is 
“Two female prostitutes—their clothing and makeup.” This image evokes many  
questions—why were these women posed as a heterosexual couple? What did they 
deem as prescriptive of being a “man” and “woman” in this masquerade? What was 
the purpose of this image? Why are they categorized as “prostitutes,” and why are 
their clothes and makeup representative of this profession? But most importantly to 
this study, what were their desires in staging this photograph, and for whose desire 
was it composed?

Within this photograph, as well as in other photographs from the Qajar era, how 
does one locate the notion of desire, and even so, why should it be assumed that pho-
tographs contain or exhibit desires? Within the temporal time and space constituted 
by the frame or through the long expanse of time, in which the photograph contin-
ues to endure even after the sitters have died, how can desire as an intangible thing 
become manifest and expressed, if it is indeed there? My inquiry is inspired by Homi 
Bhabha, whose own work in turn was inspired by both Mikhail Bakhtin (1895–1975) 
and Frantz Fanon (1925–61) and sought to elucidate the location of modern culture 
within colonial and postcolonial literature that was anchored in neither an atavistic 
past nor a Eurocentric prescription, but somewhere in the liminal spaces between, in 
the everydayness events of one’s life that straddle various modes of time, what Bhabha 
calls “double-time.”3 Similarly, the photograph as a representation of the everyday 
could allow one to know something about “desire” in Qajar Iran, however minimal a 
photograph is able to transmit information to those viewing in the future.

One may ask, “Why desire?” Perhaps this type of investigation invokes neo-Oriental-
ist sentiments of framing the Middle East in terms of sexuality, but what is at stake here,  
however, are two points: (1) photographs illustrating persons revolve around interpre-
tations of the human body; and (2) if the body is the main focus of particular photo-
graphs, such as portraits, ethnographic studies, and erotica, then the representation of 
the body has the potential to provide information about gender, sexuality, and desire 
within a particular era and/or context, however idealized. One “reads” the body to 
extricate social identity markers as human bodies present some sort of signage that 
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requires decoding. With that said, when one poses in front of the camera, how the 
body is portrayed and perceived in the photographic space becomes of importance— 
the pose is theatrical, constructed, and predicated on preconceived notions of how 
that body should look and perform. Until faster and cheaper photographic technolo-
gies of the Technical Revolution of the 1880s, the slower exposures of photographs 
made one even more cognizant of the body, pose, and message. Moreover, the per-
forming of these notions of gender and sexuality in photographic spaces was and is 
inextricably weaved and in dialogue with ideas of the nation and its ideologies and 
its spaces whether mainstream or liminal. So, how did one make a “desirable” photo-
graph in Qajar Iran?

Throughout this book, I argue that Qajar Iran was in general an ocularcentered 
society predicated on what was seen and unseen, and photographs became liminal 
sites of desire that maneuvered “betwixt and between”4 various social spaces—public, 
private, seen, unseen, accessible, and forbidden—thus mapping, graphing, and even 

Figure 1.1  “Appearance of a prostitute woman”; description on the Ministry of Culture card: 
“Two female prostitutes—their clothing and makeup,” undated. Institute for Ira-
nian Contemporary Historical Studies (IICHS), Tehran (131274–275 م). http://
www.iichs.ir/.
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transgressing those spaces, especially in light of increasing modernization and global 
contact during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Hence, the photograph 
became a vehicle to traverse multiple locations that various gendered physical bodies 
could not, and it was also the social and political relations that had preceded the pho-
tograph that determined those social spaces of (im)mobility. Indeed, one may ask how 
those conditions are different from any other cultural or geopolitical entity. Building 
on Foucault, Suren Lalvani has discussed how vision organizes spaces and social and 
political relations, so that eventually (the invention of) photography would not only 
replicate those a priori social relations but also entrench them, further emphasizing 
their ideological “normalcy”: “Vision is irrevocably tied to domains of knowledge, 
arrangements in social space, lines of force and visibility, and a particular organization 
of bodies.”5 Before photography arrived, Qajar Iran had had its own arrangements 
of socio-economic, political, and gendered spaces and “particular organization[s] of 
bodies,” which had differed from other places, including the Ottoman Empire (1299–
1923) and Mughal India (1526–1857) before the British Raj (1858–1947). I am not 
speaking of how language organizes vision or how pre-existing visual cultures affected 
the aesthetics of photographs, however useful they may be. I am speaking of how 
the body—in terms of gender, sexuality, and desire—operated within these social and 
political relations through the apparatus of the photograph. What was seen or not 
seen in Qajar photography was determined ideologically by the social, cultural, politi-
cal relations on the ground, which shape how one sees and organizes the world.

Although photography became a new, modern conduit that indexed and mapped 
multiple spaces in Qajar Iran, I am also primarily interested here in how photographs 
negotiated and coded gender, sexuality, and desire, becoming strategies of empower-
ment, of domination, of expression, and of being seen. In identifying these notions in 
photographs, one may glean information about how modern Iran metamorphosed 
throughout its own long durée or resisted those societal transformations as a result of 
modernization. In The Distorting Mirror (2007), Laikwan Pang makes an important 
inquiry that underlies my own study, but in relation to Qing China (1644–1912), that 
being “to discover whether photography introduced the Chinese to a new way of see-
ing gender, in terms of the significations mediated by technology, by modes of distri-
butions and receptions, and by surrounding sociocultural structures and ideologies.”6 
The resounding answer is “Yes!” as photography not only depicted existing gendered 
roles and stereotypes within society en masse but also participated in creating dis-
courses that spoke of gender in new and different ways. The difficulty in assessing 
photography’s impact on social norms and expectations, however, is that its intro-
duction to the world came at a time in the nineteenth century when many inventions 
and innovations, as well as being at the height of European colonialism, were already 
radically changing world cultures and practices. On one hand, it would be naïve to 
posit that the camera was only recording changes in gendered norms and practices as a 
result of modernization projects. On the other hand, it is certainly a challenge to posit 
the photograph as creating, expanding, and/or changing these norms and practices 
all on its own. As Pang rightly points out, the photograph mediates between its own 
agency to produce images within its existing “sociocultural structures and ideologies,” 
thus producing its own visual hybrid language.7 Although Pang’s text does not out-
right claim this, her text alludes to the idea that the photographic space is inherently 
a gendered space and a space for women, considering also that having one’s photo-
graph taken was popular among upper-class Chinese women and courtesans: “The 
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comparison between gender and photography is . . . a meaningful project, since gen-
der, like photography, occupies an uneasy position between reality and construction.”8

While there have been a decent number of theoretical scholarship on gender in  
nineteenth-century Chinese, Japanese, Indian, and Ottoman photographies (all of 
which could still be expanded), the potential to develop scholarship further on gen-
der in relation to Qajar photography is quite vast and open. Minimal yet vital sec-
tions devoted to women photographers have been noted by photohistorian Yahya 
Zoka9 and representations of women by Mohammadreza Tahmasbpour,10 both of 
which have been elaborated on by Mohammad Sattari and Khadijeh Mohammadi 
Nameghi,11 Parvin Taaee,12 Carmen Pérez González,13 and myself.14 Scholarly dis-
courses on Qajar photography only began in the late 1970s; thus, up until this point, 
much emphasis has been on identifying photographers and sitters in various archives, 
as well as attempting to identify photographic attributes that were specifically “Ira-
nian.” Such early inventories were necessary to begin thinking about how these photo-
graphs operated sociologically, especially how photographs both depicted gender and 
sexuality, as well as changed those societal notions in Qajar Iran. Furthermore, much 
of the scholarship on Qajar photography has been more intent on demonstrating how 
special, advanced, and different Qajar photography was in comparison to particularly 
nineteenth-century European photography, which is usually unsatisfying and actually 
latently Eurocentric—this comparison with or against Europe is what has deterred 
scholars in thinking that Other photohistories may also be useful in nuancing Qajar 
photography. So as I embark on my own project, I do not suppose that Qajar photog-
raphy is more special or advanced than any other photohistory, and I have attempted 
to include Other photohistories in addition to European ones. In fact, Qajar photog-
raphy seems to have followed very similar “normal” pathways to most countries’ 
and colonies’ inductions to photography, catalyzed by imperial designs of cultural 
dominance.15 Certainly, I point out many instances in which Qajar photography was 
in contrast to several European traditions, especially in terms of erotic photography, 
because the photographic pornography market was inundated and dominated by the 
French—making it difficult to “provincialize Europe”16 in this particular case—but 
I hope to make these distinctions based on specific historical, economic, and sociocul-
tural contexts, not on assumed formulae, nationalist sentiments, or solely on pre-exist-
ing visual phenomena as those conditions were fluid—not static—and photography 
played a dramatic role in changing (visual) cultures worldwide, as well as creating a 
representational language of its own.

In terms of understanding how gender and sexuality operated in Qajar Iran, three 
texts have been very instrumental, at least in writing this book, although they are not 
the only ones: Afsaneh Najmabadi’s Women with Mustaches and Men without Beards: 
Gender and Sexual Anxieties of Iranian Modernity (2005), Willem Floor’s A Social 
History of Sexual Relations in Iran (2008), and Janet Afary’s Sexual Politics in Mod-
ern Iran (2009). These scholars’ works have provided valuable insights into the sexual 
practices and attitudes that were prevalent in Qajar Iran. Najmabadi’s germinal work, 
in addition to her other books and essays, has become the bedrock of studying gender 
in Qajar Iran, rigorously engaging archives and reading Qajar imagery often through 
a subaltern method—reading women through sources by men.17 Najmabadi suggests a 
very real problem that surfaces in this project—that there are many unknown factors 
in reconstructing Qajar histories for women, gender, and homosexuality, especially 
through visuals. Najmabadi’s overall thesis has been that the rise of modernity in 
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Qajar Iran and increased contact with Europe encouraged heteronormativity (two 
distinct sexes), heterosexuality, and more rigid codified sexual norms in both repre-
sentation and Qajar society at large. The images of attractive males in early Qajar 
painting made specifically for the desirous male gaze were boyish, without beards, and 
possessed hourglass figures, but by the end of the nineteenth century these images of 
desirable male youths disappeared in favor of ones that displayed more Victorian ide-
als of masculinity and heteronormativity, hence showing clear(er) distinctions between 
who was considered male and female.18

Although I agree with Najmabadi’s main argument, I take issue with how the ter-
minology is framed, considering that the terminology is contemporary, infused with 
modern definitions; thus, I would like to establish several premises that will remain 
throughout this book. First, Najmabadi writes:

Notions of beauty were largely undifferentiated by gender in early Qajar Iran . . . 
beautiful men and women were depicted with very similar facial and bodily fea-
tures. Sometimes only the style of headgear distinguishes male from female in 
visual representations. Other times, it remains difficult to tell [for us].19

Although both the bodies of women and amrads (boys or young men who have not 
reached full adulthood and little facial hair) provided sites of sexual desire for adult 
Iranian men, hence speaking a similar language of visual enticement (which can be 
noted in the crossed-dressed photographs of women discussed in chapter five), what 
is problematic about this statement is that contemporaneous viewers of art in early 
Qajar Iran could tell the difference between women and boys in paintings, and there 
was no ambiguity for them of the different gendered roles that women and amrads 
performed (as they had contrasting societal obligations). Who was a woman and who 
was an amrad in representation were clear to them even if it is not wholly legible for 
viewers today; hence, gender did not become more differentiated for a Qajari viewer 
by the end of the nineteenth century—the language of gender changed on an ideologi-
cal level that began to promote more Victorian ideals of (repressed) sexuality and a 
capitalist model of the nuclear family that thrives on heteronormative-defined spaces 
and controls. And the reason I argue this is precisely because photography, as well as 
the later social conditions of Qajar Iran, still invoked this “ambiguous” language of 
desire for both women and amrads by grown Iranian men.

Second, Najmabadi minimizes the impact of photography on later Qajar paintings 
that depict gender clearer to us in the present, attributing the change in gendered 
visual language to increased contact with Europeans and their panoptic gazes:

The feminization of beauty [i.e., beauty for women, not for young men], how-
ever, cannot be explained simply by the shift toward realism or the impact of the 
camera on the ‘truth referentiality’ of portraiture. Perhaps the most significant of 
nineteenth-century aesthetic shifts in gender marking of beauty was the disappear-
ance of the male object of desire from later Qajar paintings [emphasis added].20

Perhaps the amrad did disappear from painting (but as later shown, he actually did 
not disappear from visual culture), yet the male body as a site of sexual desire and 
pleasure for Iranian men did not dissipate and, if anything, continued to be so through 
photography (as discussed in chapter six). Certainly, photography created a dramatic 
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change in representation, as much as modernization and more contact with foreigners, 
and the evidence provided in this project hopefully supports my rebuttal. Of course, 
photography was part and parcel of modernization and the contact with Europeans 
that Najmabadi speaks of; hence, it should be given heavy weight and not dismissed, 
which I hope this book accomplishes on some level. The camera was a complex ideo-
logical tool, and I would argue one of the nineteenth-century’s most fundamental 
inventions just as writer Edgar Allan Poe had argued in 1840.21 It changed societies, 
the manner in which peoples viewed the world, and global cultural production in the 
most profound ways.

In this project, I also present several precepts throughout, most of them accepted in 
the discourses of photohistory although it is debatable how universal these precepts 
are in relation to all photohistories in different regions of the world. The first, though, 
is that all photographs are constructions and create realities that are interpreted by 
Barthes’ triad of “operator-spectrum-spectator,” i.e., the photographer-sitter/subject-
viewer.22 With the material presented, as I attempt to delineate, nuance, and understand 
some of the ways in which gender, sexuality, and desire were depicted in nineteenth-
century photographs of Iran, I am very aware of how much there is a construction 
of reality interpreted by the photographer, what the sitter had wished to portray, and 
finally the viewer’s own ideological background in reading these images—where the 
“truth” lies in between those discursive spaces always remains elusive and liminal. All 
documents, “facts,” and representations can only re-present the past in fragments, 
continually leading one onto many winding roads of elucidation that may never come. 
And when one considers how diverse image production in Iran was—from Iranian to 
foreign photographers to the many religious, ethnic, and linguistic groups depicted—
examining how gender, sexuality, and desire could have been photographed becomes a 
daunting task as Qajar Iran was anything but monolithic and even more cosmopolitan 
than Iran is today.

When considering the diversity of the discursive entity that was Qajar Iran and 
attempting to piece together its fabricated layers of gender, sexuality, and desire, I ask 
myself, “Which ‘Qajar Iran’ am I speaking of?” To answer this question, one must 
ask who was the photographer, and who was the sitter—“Who is speaking thus?” to 
quote Roland Barthes’ interrogation of the sign of the author.23 For example, a Kurd-
ish group of men from Sanandaj depicts a much different concept of masculinity than 
a young king Nasir al-Din Shah Qajar (r. 1848–96) and the poet Aref Qazvini (1882–
1934) in their more dandyish, intellectual facades (Figures 1.2–1.4). In the photo-
graph of Sanandaj Kurds, even the sitting elderly man wields his sword as a gesture of 
strength and virility. But then there are also images showing Kurdish men performing 
a gentler, sophisticated decorum (for lack of better words—my own vocabulary to 
describe their body language) and displaying playfulness, lightheartedness and even 
smiling in other photographs (Figures 1.5–1.6). In this regard, Kurdish men in Iran, in 
the northwest and otherwise, occupy various spaces of masculinity that vary from vil-
lage to village, being all at once and yet not the same tough fighters, skilled politicians, 
and energetic entertainers. With so many photographs placed together, several notions 
of gender, sexuality, and desire emerge—not just one uniform prototype. Indeed, this 
diversity in ethnicity, status, religion, language, region, and even the span of photogra-
phy’s life during the Qajar era—a period between 1839–192524—could only manifest 
difference and not one clear vision of gender, sexuality, and desire within archives of 
photographs.



Figure 1.2  Group of Kurds from Sanandaj, #197 in Ganjineh-yeh ʿaks-ha-yeh Iran: Hamrah-e 
Tarikhcheh ‘i vorud-e ʿakkasi beh Iran [A treasury of early Iranian photographs], 
ed. Iraj Afshar (Tehran: Nashr-e Farhang-e Iran, 1992), 197. Private collection of 
ʿAli Khan Hakim.

Figure 1.3  Nasir al-Din Shah Qajar, Self-Portrait Reading a Book. Golestan Palace Archives, 
Tehran. Published in Ganjineh-yeh ʿaks-ha-yeh Iran: Hamrah-e Tarikhcheh ‘i 
vorud-e ʿakkasi beh Iran [A treasury of early Iranian photographs], ed. Iraj Afshar 
(Tehran: Nashr-e Farhang-e Iran, 1992), 10.
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Figure 1.4  Anonymous, Aref Qazvini, c. 1906. Repository unknown.

This inquiry leads to a larger question: what were earlier photographs conveying 
to the nineteenth-century viewer? In Techniques of the Observer (1990), Johnathan 
Crary has described how the apparatuses of photography, especially the stereoscope, 
shaped and changed how the viewer related to photographs by challenging a fixed 
position of viewing (and interpreting) with one that was mobile, fluid, seemingly more 
tangible, and planar. Thus, photography not only changed representation but also 
how viewers responded to and understood visuality. In addition, a careful cognizance 
of the power dynamics between the photographer and sitter should be considered as 
there are multiple narratives at play in a single photograph, let alone one single col-
lection of images or an archive. The photographs of Mirza Hossein Khan Divanbeigi 
and company and the entertainment group were both taken by the Iranian photogra-
pher Antoin Sevruguin (c. 1851–1933),25 who was not ethnically Kurdish but Arme-
nian. So the reading of gazes and intentions becomes further complicated: were these 
particular men performing identities differently than usual because they were posing 
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Figure 1.5  Antoin Sevruguin, Kurdish Leaders (“Mirza Hossein Khan Divanbeigi, the young 
son of Agha Khan Divanbeigi who became known as Reza Ali and went on to be 
governor and senator”), n.d. Collection Nationaal Museum van Wereldculturen. 
Coll.no. RV-A6–23.

for a non-Kurd? Furthermore, there were diverse views on what the transmission 
of photography meant in Iran—that it was positively amazing;26 that it could be an 
invention from God or Satan;27 or that it was a useful tool for composing paintings.28 
In the treatise ʿAksiyeh-yeh hashriyeh (Photography for everyone, 1889), written by 
the courtier Mohammad ibn ʿAli Meshkat al-Molk, he uses religious metaphors to 
explain the supposed empiricism of photography:

God is closer to you than your artery, so why do we do bad things? The sit-
ter knows that the photographer or painter is in front [of him] and puts all his 
attributes in a positive manner in front of photographer or painter. He shows 
himself elegant, smooth, [and] polite whose goal is when the negative is taken, 
it should be good with good quality, because whoever looks at the photograph 
will not say that he [the sitter] is ugly and awkward with bulging eyes or droop-
ing lips. He puts all his effort to show his body and figure in a good way to 
put in front of whomever is going to see his picture, and the viewers would not 
laugh, make fun, and reproach him. God . . . is present everywhere and looks 
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at everything, and His photography equipment and power are always engaged. 
How can we commit impulsive acts and obscene words, dare with certainty 
to exchange the truth of humility in front of God with carnal temptations and 
fantasies and temptations of the devil, and show our ugly face in front of such a 
powerful instrument?29

The above passage is striking for two reasons. One, the writer connects photography 
to the omnipresence of God who sees and knows everything. In this way, the lens of 
the camera becomes a panopticon of morality—one would not pose in a disgraceful 
manner for a photograph that everyone would see, so why commit disgraceful acts 
that God would see? Why censor oneself in photographs but not in “real” life?

The second reason that resonates closely with this book is that Mohammad ibn ʿAli 
Meshkat al-Molk indicates certain bodily practices and decorum in Qajar photography. 

Figure 1.6  Antoin Sevruguin, A Group of Kurdish Dancers, n.d. Courtesy of the Qajar Image 
Archive of Donna Stein, Los Angeles.
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The photograph was (is) a stage, on which the subject presented his (or her) best self, 
the most attractive one, and the motive for doing this was because the photograph was 
sure to be seen by others. According to photohistorian Parisa Damandan:

[C]ommon poses and expression in 19th century photo-portraiture were under 
the influence of cultural beliefs and the aim of the artist was to present an ideal 
beauty of the subject and one of the most important responsibilities of the pho-
tographer was to correct faults and conceal any kinds of flaws and physical unat-
tractiveness in the subject.30

If the photograph was not socially acceptable in any way, it would be certain 
that others would “laugh, make fun, and reproach him [the sitter],” and the pho-
tographer could be criticized as well in not replicating social dictates. As exam-
ples, bulging eyes and drooping lips were considered aesthetically ugly and should 
be avoided to deter social ridicule—the photograph then also becomes a social 
panopticon. Moreover, what this important passage tells the reader is that being 
desirable in front of the camera so that others admire the sitter’s appearance was 
definitely serious business, because others would see the photograph and judge 
it harshly as God would of someone who had committed sins. The quest then 
becomes how sitters interpreted this “good way” to pose and to re-present the 
body in photography.

My approach to these photographs is mostly performative and innately psycho-
analytic in examining this material. In some definitions, desire has been theorized as 
a lack, a drive of the Self to unite with its Other half,31 and the nature of the photo-
graph in general is fetishistic, supplying the lack, the missing person or thing depicted, 
that generates desire in the Self.32 The process of viewing photographs temporarily 
fulfills these longings of the Self. This topos of “photograph as fetish” was immedi-
ately apparent to nineteenth-century users, whether they realized it, as the primary 
production of photographs was mainly portraiture, deathbed photography, and por-
nography after the invention of photography was announced in 1839.33 Moreover, 
the photograph was instrumental in both constructing and promoting existing power 
structures,34 and these power structures extended to the global production and promo-
tion of gender, sexuality, and desire.

Gender, sexuality, and desire consist of performed actions, repeated and elabo-
rated in the artificial spaces of photography, either delineating or reinforcing societal 
agendas, expectations, or norms. The repetitive, performative act usually reinforces 
ideology continuously, but the theatrical nature of the performance also hides the fact 
that the act is repeated and constructed.35 Furthermore, the human body can act as a 
representation and system of signs and indeed function as a “cultural screen”36 when 
it takes part in rituals, ceremonies, repetitions, and performances. The repetitious 
performative act is an ideological mask that becomes commonplace and thus taken 
for granted, to the extent that it may not be questioned or investigated, ensuring its 
longevity and ability to disseminate particular political aims. With this definition of 
performativity, one can use the photographs of Qajar Iran to understand how gender, 
sexuality, and desire were fashioned—not only as a way to understand how these 
images functioned sociologically but also how they, perhaps, accomplished political 
goals, intentionally or de facto.37
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Without attempting to imply universality, what was repeated in the ontological 
world was also repeated in front of the camera whether the subject performed a sense 
of one’s own perceived identity or played make-believe based on precepts learned 
elsewhere in society. What this project seeks to demonstrate is how gender, sexuality, 
and desire were constructed in front of the camera in nineteenth-century Iran—not 
necessarily historically prove actual practices on the ground, although there may be 
overlap between the two. What I mean to say is that photographs are only representa-
tions despite their seductive quality in making the viewer believe they illustrate some 
sort of truths that other images in visual culture cannot. In other words, what the 
photograph may show the viewer may not be the truth at all as the photographic space 
is performative and constructed. Photographs provide the sitter with outlets of fantasy 
and make-believe, or they act as masks of how the sitter wants to be portrayed and not 
how one “really” is. Moreover, one cannot fully rely on the photograph as concrete 
evidence to illuminate history, and therefore one must be equally suspicious of pho-
tographs as one would with any other medium, especially of nineteenth-century pho-
tography as it was not regulated, and copyright laws were not strict or even in place.38

Deeply connected to the notion of performativity, the main argument of this book 
in part references the photograph as a liminal site that straddles hybridity in various 
ways as photography changes yet reflects gender and visual culture, and as moder-
nity and globalism impacted and changed Qajar Iran. In fact, one could argue that 
Qajar Iran itself was a liminal space forced to deal with the changing tides of the 
nineteenth century, and photography was no exception. The concept of liminality 
was conceived by anthropologist Arnold van Gennep in 1908 and then revived in 
the 1960s by anthropologist Victor Turner, who coined the noted phrase to denote 
liminality as “betwixt and between” in relation to rites of passages in societies, during 
which a person belongs neither to the state of childhood nor adulthood, as one exam-
ple.39 Bjørn Thomassen has noted that liminality is inherently “a spatial concept,” 
comprising thresholds, zones, or borders, and “a paradoxical state” of suspension, 
and those who experience it range from a single person to an entire civilization in a 
timeframe that can be as short as a moment and as long as multiple centuries.40 In the 
delicate balance of representing gender, sexuality, and desire in Qajar Iran, the pho-
tograph became a “contact zone,”41 a site of working out the tensions of modernity, 
globalization, and a changing country while at the same time providing an actual site 
for persons to operate in innovative and often subversive ways while still remaining 
within expected norms and rules of society, such as in the depictions of elite women, 
prostitutes, and amrads. Photographic spaces were transitional ones, in which harem 
women were seen, poor prostitutes posed as (elite) harem women or as young men, 
and amrads could still satisfy desirous gazes in a society struggling with growing (for-
eign) expectations of heteronormativity.

The Gaze and Desire: “An Incitement to Act”42

The primacy of sight has been a cultural attribute usually associated with Europe and 
the rise of modernity, a phenomenon connected with the ancient Greeks that carried 
into modern philosophies of positivism. The gaze depicted in artwork during Greek 
antiquity, as argued by Franҫoise Frontisi-Ducroux in “Eros, Desire, and the Gaze” 
(1996), was one that evoked love—“love was born at the first sight of beauty”—and 
was a conduit for transmitting desire.43 Yet the importance of vision and the power it 
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portends as it pertains to the classical world also included ancient Iran. When many 
areas of the classical world Islamicized during the seventh century, the emphasis of 
the gaze in determining a physical sense of reality, as well as desire, remained well 
entrenched albeit notions about sight and the gaze continued to develop and to change 
in light of this classical heritage. Martin Jay’s Downcast Eyes (1993) traces vision as 
a historical construct in France and in Europe in general, focusing on Europe’s long-
running ocularcentrism but also showing how it changed and diverged throughout 
and within particular historic epochs. Art historian Andrew Stewart, building on Jay’s 
scholarship, also noted that the historical constructions of vision of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries were actually not so remote from those of antiquity.44

These examples may provide a framework for tracing a genealogy of the history 
of vision in Iran, which has yet to be completed and which can only be minimally 
addressed within this project as the breadth is too expansive. Yet here I attempt to 
construct an historical vision as it was understood in Qajar Iran within a patchwork of 
perceptions also framed by a long-running ocularcentrism throughout Iran’s own his-
toric epochs. Martin Jay defines the term “ocularcentric” as “dominated by vision.”45 
Indeed, Qajar Iran was in general an ocularcentric society based on what one could 
and could not see, defined by “an addiction to visualism”46 that was further compli-
cated and changed by the arrival of the photographic camera in 1839. But as Marx 
Wartofsky argues, perception and sight are changed or modified through “the histori-
cal changes in representation,”47 as well as by technology and apparatuses, noted by 
Crary. In this vein, it was evitable that photography would change the sign systems of 
representation in Iran (and elsewhere) on some level.

One of the most common instances of ocularcentrism is the concept of the “evil 
eye,” which is still a prominent visual motif in Iran, Turkey, Central Asia, and Arabic-
speaking countries, regardless of how much one actually believes in it or how much 
it has become a tourist commodity. Another one of many ocularcentric examples 
that date back to early Islamicate Iran is shahedbazi, in which Sufi spiritual advance-
ment could be accomplished by staring at a handsome, youthful boy who is a shahed 
(witness). The act of looking was weaved with the concepts of desire and spiritual 
enlightenment as earthly longings were displaced ones for God, who is the ultimate 
Lover and Beloved, as seen in Jami’s Haft Awrang (Seven thrones) of the late 1400s. 
Although it would be faulty to associate Timurid Iran with Qajar Iran as similar cul-
tural and historical entities,48 there is certainly a history of the gaze and desire, and the 
gaze is both a historical and social construct so its historical function did not dissipate 
with the onset of modernity—global modernity actually only increased reliance on the 
sense of sight.

Several scholars, such as Cyrus Ali Zargar49 and Najme Khatami,50 have argued 
that the original Sufi concept of shahedbazi was nonsexual and, according to Dror 
Ze’evi (in the Ottoman context), debated interpretations and practices of shahedbazi 
by certain Sufis were not always sexual.51 With that said, however, evidence seems to 
indicate that the concept of shahedbazi was indeed sexual, or became sexual, whether 
it was initially intended this way. Zargar concedes that although the Sufi concept of 
shahedbazi was “platonic” (a Neoplatonic word that actually could connote sexual-
ity), it was “one affected by a preexisting cultural appreciation for the beauty of beard-
less young men in some parts of the medieval and classical world.”52 Scholars, such 
as Sirous Shamissa,53 Janet Afary, and Dror Ze’evi, have suggested the sexual implica-
tions of shahedbazi,54 although that particular framing of Sufi practice and poetry in 
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modern contexts may have also been exaggerated by historian and linguist Ahmad 
Kasravi (1890–1946), whose vigilant stance against them has been noted by both 
Lloyd Ridgeon and Afary.55 Assuming that Zargar and Khatami are correct about the 
actual Sufi practices of shahedbazi, the literary and painted depictions of shahedbazi 
do suggest, however, sexual experiences, or at least incited them (Figure 1.7).

Whether grown male desire for young men and/or boys was connected to lofty Sufi 
spiritual precepts, to carnal desires, or to both at the same time, this sexual prefer-
ence can be seen as late as the second half of the nineteenth century in a lacquer 
mirror case, operating through a set of gazes (Figure 1.8).56 On the reversed image 
of the mirror case, a grown man with a mustache and chin stubble penetrates from 
behind a younger man/boy whose face is soft and beardless. The boy’s face is round, 
“moonlike,” and rosy with beauty marks. The grown man’s eyes are downcast as he 
is hunched over the boy, gazing at himself penetrating the boy’s anus. The boy, how-
ever, looks at the viewer with almond-shaped eyes, inviting the viewer to take part in 
the pleasure of this sex act. In scopophilic fashion, the pleasure of the viewer’s gaze 
meets the boy as the viewer (the owner of the mirror case) relates to the penetrator of 
the boy.57

In a different, earlier example of painting from the Safavid period (1501–1736) 
that focuses on the gaze and desire, this time from a miniature, a woman masturbates 
while looking a pillow book (Figure 1.9). It is difficult to note whether this image was 

Figure 1.7  Safavid miniature. Courtesy of the Collection of Azita Bina and Elmar W. Seibel.
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produced for male desires, reflective of practices on the ground, although there is no 
evidence that erotica was hidden from the female gaze or that pillow books were dis-
couraged, or a visual form of hazl (vulgar literature). Willem Floor does note the usage 
of dildos by women during the Safavid period.58 If anything, in Islamic discourses a 
woman’s sexual pleasures and needs were always encouraged and the duties of a hus-
band.59 Regardless, the image speaks of voyeurism on the viewer’s part, as well as the 
woman herself being a voyeur, being stimulated by the images of sex she is gazing at.

My point here is not to homogenize all historic epochs in Iran but to show that since 
antiquity, the gaze, in its various historical manifestations, has been an instrument of 
power and desire, from Nizami’s Shirin falling in love with Khosrow’s picture and then 
Khosrow spying on her while bathing, Ferdowsi’s slave Golnar falling in love at first 
sight with Ardeshir and betraying King Ardavan, to Rumi’s woman peeping through 
the door to watch her maid having sex with a donkey, which eventually leads to her 
death by the donkey’s large penis. This discourse of pleasure associated with sight, 
with its own varied interpretations, continued into Qajar Iran, especially nuanced with 
the photographic camera. So, in connecting the gaze back to the photograph, there 

Figure 1.8  An erotic Qajar lacquer Mirror-Case, Persia, 19th Century, 10.5 × 7.2 cm. Repro-
duced by kind permission of Bonhams, October 2, 2012, Lot 146.
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was a certain set of assumptions about looking through the camera and what to frame 
through the eye. The eye, historically at that point in Qajar Iran, had been potentially 
a locus of spirituality and desire, and so what the photograph visually offered were 
similar sites reproduced through the eye, perceived and processed through the brain. 
In discussing colonial photography of the British Raj, Zahid R. Chaudhary points to 
an even wider world response based on sight that eventually led to desire:

The global dissemination of photography in the 1800s has had irreversible effects 
on the modern formation of the senses. A viewer’s relationship to a photograph 
at first involves sight, only in order to set sight itself within the play of other sen-
sate experiences: smell, hearing, touch, taste, but also embodied experiences of 
memory, desire, pleasure, and pain.60

In this regard, the photograph is a sensual experience on many levels by not only tak-
ing the photograph and/or posing for the photograph but also by conjuring particular 

Figure 1.9  A woman masturbating while reading an illustrated erotic book. Fragment of a 
miniature. 8 × 11 cm. Tabriz School, 18th century. Repository unknown. Published 
in Gabriele Mandel, Oriental Erotica, trans. Evelyn Rossiter (New York: Crescent 
Books, 1983), 9.
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interpretants in one’s mind, what Walter Benjamin would call “bodily innervations.”61 
Moreover, I suggest that the gaze in Qajar Iran had historical potential to generate 
sexuality and desire (in addition to spiritual intent and other phenomena); hence, the 
photograph was a physical manifestation of one’s gaze and desire, mediated through 
a machine.

Historically in Iran, visibility and space have had an integral relationship, dating 
back to antiquity.62 Physical spaces have been defined by what was seen and unseen, 
public and private, and those spaces have indicated modalities of gender, power, privi-
lege, and hierarchy. How these modalities relate to photographic spaces is intrigu-
ing and complex. Before the arrival of photography in Iran around 1839, those who 
could not be seen, such as elite women and European women63 (who did not nor-
mally accompany their male counterparts until the later nineteenth century), were fet-
ishized by a plethora of images in society. Both private rooms and public spaces were 
adorned with images of women, men, and amrads, and these images could be erotic 
in nature, even in the public. Yet regardless of how actual buildings, such as Chehel 
Sotun (1647), the Siosepol bridge (1599), and the bazaar main portal in Isfahan, may 
have been regulated—by gender, class, and power—poorer subjects could still see the 
erotic paintings depicted on Siosepol and the bazaar while harem women most likely 
saw the suggestive frescoes at Chehel Sotun despite it being a space for entertaining 
male, foreign diplomats.

During the Qajar period, this tradition of covering the walls and interiors with 
multiple images and mirrors continued, but also began to include photographs and 
lithographs (Figure 1.10). John G. Wishard, who was the director of the American 
Presbyterian Hospital in Tehran, had noted that even modest homes decorated their 
interiors with various pictures:

[H]is [the Persian’s] love for art should . . . be mentioned. In his love for pictures 
he differs widely from his Turkish neighbor. Many of the Turks will have no 

Figure 1.10  Ivory Hall, Album Nr.682, #12.1, Mozaffar al-Din Shah Era. Golestan Palace 
Archives, Tehran.


